
Join the journey
Join inspirational conversations
Join the co-creation of meaningful change

We stand together for regenerative futures
We stand together for equivalent rights of nature Ph
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We open the
WorldEthic-
Forum to all
who want to
experience
and celebrate
radically
shared alive-
ness together
with our Fire-
keepers.

Imagine, surrounded by the
splendour of the Engadine valley,
in the forests, meadows, moun-
tains, glaciers, on paths and roads:
an exploratory journey is launched
and radically shared aliveness is
being discovered – and you are
part of it!

A weekend including hikes among
animals and plants; philosophi-
cal explorations on an economy
of love and the common good; a
parliament of things; a night of
dancing shamans, lots of dialo-
gue and and the premiere of a
new composition by Gérard
Zinsstag.

The Firekeepers are people from many
parts of the world who dedicate their lives
to social transformation and developing
livable futures for our children and grand-
children. In particular, they are dedicated
to recognising the rights of the Earth and
all living creatures.

Among the Firekeepers are councillors
of the World Future Council, such as
Auma Obama (chairperson of the forum),
Vandana Shiva (Alternative Nobel Prize
winner), the author Bayo Akomolafe
(narrative philosophy), Andreas Weber
(„Enlivenment“) andMinna Salami
(„MsAfropolitan“), the MIT professor Otto
Scharmer („Theory U“), Christian Felber
(„Economy for the Common Good“),
Helmy Abouleish („Economy of Love“),
Marie-Claire Graf (Youth Ambassador
for Climate) and many more engaged
people from fields such as art, law, ethics,
natural medicine, agriculture, politics, trans-
formation and peace work.

We aim for an applied and participatory
exploration of the question: how do we
achieve a new responsibility and life-
affirming relationship with ourselves
and the earth?

Tickets and programme:
www.WorldEthicForum.com
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The earth is our home and reason for life
The music of life we play together
Are you with us?
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